Workers across the income spectrum report very little ability to make even minor adjustments to their schedules in order to meet their responsibilities outside of work. And for the over 23 million workers in low-wage jobs (paying $10.50 per hour or less) scheduling challenges are especially acute. Unpredictable and unstable work schedules have been particularly well documented in retail sales, food preparation and serving, and building cleaning occupations, with increasing evidence that this problem is widespread across the hourly workforce.

The fallout from scheduling practices that do not take workers’ needs into account can be devastating. Difficult scheduling practices undermine workers’ efforts to fulfill their caregiving responsibilities and make maintaining stable child care nearly impossible. They also make it tougher to pursue education or training while holding down a job, as many workers want to do to make a better life for themselves and their families. For workers who need a second part-time job to make ends meet because they cannot get enough hours at their primary job, unpredictable scheduling practices can make juggling two jobs very difficult. And workers managing serious medical conditions are often denied the control over their schedules that they need to both manage their conditions and hold down their jobs.

Often Difficult, and Sometimes Abusive, Scheduling Practices Are Common

Little Say in Work Schedules

Workers report having very few opportunities for meaningful input into the timing of the hours that they work, and some are unable to request even minor changes to their work schedules without suffering a penalty. Overall, less than half of workers have flexibility in the scheduling of their work hours. More than a third of parents believe they’ve been “passed over” for a promotion, raise, or a new job due to a need for a flexible work schedule. Among early career employees (ages 26-32), about 44 percent of workers overall and half of hourly workers say that they do not have any input into when they start and finish work.

Workers in low-wage jobs often have the least say in their work schedules. About half of low-wage workers report having limited control over the timing of their work hours and between two-thirds and three-quarters of full-time, low-wage workers report that they are unable to alter when their work day starts and ends. Some employers have policies requiring employees to have completely open availability in order to qualify for full-time hours, making it extremely difficult for workers with significant responsibilities outside of work to get full-time hours.
And workers who request a schedule that allows them to attend school, take a child to a regular medical appointment, or address their own health needs too often find that their employers retaliate by cutting their hours sharply.17

**Unpredictable Schedules**

Providing notice of work schedules a week or less in advance is common in many industries. Sixty-six percent of food service workers, 52 percent of retail workers, and 40 percent of janitors and housekeepers know their schedule only a week or less in advance.18 According to a survey of workers in the retail industry by the Retail Action Project, about a fifth of workers received their schedules only three days beforehand.19 And between 19 and 31 percent of low-wage workers are often asked to work extra hours with little or no notice.20 Among early career employees (ages 26-32), 38 percent overall know their work schedule 7 days or less in advance and, of these workers, 41 percent of hourly workers and 48 percent of part-time workers receive their schedules with such little notice.21 Some retail workers are routinely required to work call-in shifts, which means they must call their employers to find out whether they need to report to work that same day.22 In a study of retail workers in New York City, 20 percent of workers surveyed reported that they always or often must be available for call-in shifts.23 When workers get schedules with very little notice it can be extremely difficult to arrange child care or transportation to get to work. These practices can also undermine workers’ efforts to attend education and workforce training. Indeed, one of the most commonly cited challenges to completing a college degree is the inability to balance work and school.24

**Unstable Schedules**

Many workers in low-wage jobs experience unstable schedules that vary from week to week or month to month, or periodic reductions in work hours when work is slow. Three quarters of early-career adults (ages 26-32) in hourly jobs reported at least some fluctuations in the numbers of hours they worked per week; for these workers, in an average month, weekly work hours fluctuate by more than an eight-hour day of work and pay.25 A study analyzing the General Social Survey which is conducted by the University of Chicago found 83 percent of hourly part-time workers work unstable work shift schedules.26 The problem of schedule instability has been especially well-documented in the retail industry. For example, 59 percent of retail employees employed by one major retailer reported that either the shifts or the days they worked change each week.27

For workers whose schedules fluctuate, hours and income can swing wildly from month to month. The average variation in work hours in a single month is 70 percent for food service workers, 50 percent for retail workers, and 40 percent for janitors and housekeepers.28 Between 20 and 30 percent of low-wage workers experience a reduction in hours or a layoff when work is slow.29 Workers also report being sent home early from their scheduled shifts.30 Work hours that vary can make it extremely difficult for workers to maintain eligibility for child care subsidies that are tied to work hours or simply to meet basic expenses, like food, rent, and utilities. And even in months when workers are scheduled for sufficient hours to meet their expenses, workers experience the incredible stress and uncertainty that comes with not knowing how much income they will be bringing home.

**Involuntary Part-time Work**

In 2014, one in five (20.7 percent) part-time workers worked part-time involuntarily.31 Half (50.9 percent) of workers who worked part-time involuntarily were women.32 And in 2013, more than one-third (37.2 percent) of workers who worked part-time involuntarily worked in low-wage occupations.33 Also in 2013, one quarter (25.1 percent) of women working part-time involuntarily were poor, compared to 11.1 percent of women who work part-time for other reasons and 5 percent of women who work full time.34 All too often, workers are hired expecting full-time hours only to find that they are not put on the schedule at all for weeks and months at a time. This particular practice of hiring workers and then giving them very few or no hours of work is especially well-documented in the retail industry.35

**The Domino Effect of Abusive Scheduling Practices**

My name is Melody Pabon. I’ve been working at Zara, a women’s clothing store in Manhattan as a cashier and on the sales floor for about four years. I also just started school to become a medical assistant. I used to be scheduled to close the store a lot. On those nights I got home to Brooklyn after Mason, my four-year old, was already asleep. I wanted to be able to spend time with him in the evening, so I asked for an earlier shift.
The Schedules That Work Act Responds to Employees’ Needs For:

A voice in their work schedules. By creating a right for all employees to make scheduling requests and protecting employees who make requests from retaliation, the Schedules That Work Act would give employees a say in their work schedules. Employers would be required to consider scheduling requests from all employees and provide a response. For employees who need a schedule change to fulfill caregiving responsibilities, (for part-time workers) to work a second job, to pursue education and workforce training, or for the employee’s own serious health condition, the employer would be required to grant the requested schedule change, unless there is a bona fide business reason not to do so—i.e., an inability to reorganize work among existing staff or the insufficiency of work during the periods the employee proposes to work. Requests made for these reasons would be prioritized because fulfilling these obligations is especially critical to the financial, emotional and physical well-being of workers and their families. The right to request provision in the Schedules That Work Act is based on similar laws recently enacted in Vermont and San Francisco, and which have been in place for more than a decade in the United Kingdom and elsewhere.

More predictable and stable schedules. For shift workers in certain jobs where abusive scheduling practices are especially well-documented—restaurant, retail, and building cleaning—the bill would provide additional baseline workplace protections. These jobs are among the lowest paid in the economy, accounting for nearly 18 percent of workers in the economy, which is more than 24 million workers. To address the problems of unpredictable and unstable schedules that are characteristic of these jobs, the Schedules That Work Act would require employers to provide restaurant, retail, and building cleaning employees with reporting time pay, split shift pay and advance notification of work schedules.

Reporting time pay. When an employee is sent home from work early without being permitted to work his or her scheduled shift, the bill would require the employee to be paid for a minimum of four hours of work or the hours in the scheduled shift, whichever is less. In addition, if an employee is required to call in less than 24 hours before the start of a potential shift to learn whether he or she is scheduled to work,
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The legislation that will be reintroduced in this Congress includes a new provision authorizing the Department of Labor to evaluate the extent of unpredictable and unstable scheduling practices in other low-wage jobs, and designate additional occupations to be covered by the reporting time pay, split shift pay, and advance notice provisions. It will also include a pay stub transparency provision, which requires an employer to specify in an employee’s pay stub whether any pay is required under the reporting time pay, split shift pay, and advance notice provisions, and to identify the total number of hours of each type of additional pay provided.

The Schedules That Work Act Provides Predictability and Stability to Employers and Employees

Scheduling practices that fail to take workers’ needs into account result in higher rates of turnover and absenteeism, and lower employee engagement. In contrast, schedules that work for workers and their families lead to more productive and committed employees and lower workforce turnover. It is not surprising that over half of Americans believe that they could do their jobs better if they had a more flexible schedule. The Schedule That Work Act will promote the health and well-being of America’s working families and help build a sustainable economy.
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